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In this paper we modify the usual series computation for a parametrix of an 
elliptic operator and find a method that is applicable to some simple degenerate 
operators. In fact, we are able to construct fundamental solutions for operators 
such as D, + ixD, and D,” -I- x”D,’ + CD, which explain the lack of local 
solvability in a natural way. 
1. 
The standard procedure used in computing the symbol for a pseudo- 
differential parametrix of an elliptic operator is essentially successive 
approximations [3]. Here we present an alternative method which also 
applies to some degenerate operators. 
Given an elliptic operator P(x, D), we have a pseudodifferential right 
parametrix with symbol R(x, 5) if I ,- L (l/a!) P)(x, 5) Dsolk(x, E), and 
successive approximations lead to 
for large 5 is clearly crucial in this approach. IKow our alternative starts 
with the same first approximation which we rewrite as 
1 
p(x, = c om e-ciPczJ) dt. 
I 
Here c is a number chosen to insure convergence of the integral if P(x, 6) # 0, 
and how c depends on x and 6 will be intimately connected with solvability 
and regularity, respectively, for some degenerate operators considered 
below. Next, we obtain a second approximation by perturbing the exponent 
in the integral rather than just adding a correction term as in the successive 
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approximations approach. In fact, we propose to find a differentiable function 
f(r, x, 4) such that 
To guarantee convergence of the integral and correspondence with the first 
approximation, we impose the boundary conditions: f(r, x, 5) + ctP(x, 6) 
as r -+ 0 and Re(f(t, x, 5‘)) + CO as t -+ co. This also allows us to use 
and thus the equation 1 = 2 (l/a!) W)(X, [) D,%(x, 5) will be satisfied if 
$ (t, x, f) = c f P(=)(x, 6) efD,%?-‘. a. 3 
We take the above equation as our starting point in any attempt to find 
a right inverse for a given operator. Of course, this has only replaced a 
linear equation for K with a nonlinear one for fi however, an example will 
show there was some progress. We take P = (a/&) + i(a/@) + x and by 
successive approximations come to 
4x, f) - (l/W, f))( 1 + (I !P”) + (( 1 * 3)/P4) ‘- (( 1 * 3 * 5)/PS) + *..). 
Naturally, the series has a zero radius of convergence at 03. On the other 
hand, 
af/at = c(if - 7j + x) - c((aj/ax) + i(lJJ/Zy)) 
which yieldsf = ct(if - 77 + X) - c2(#t2. Picking c = fi obviously makes 
f fulfill its boundary conditions and gives us 
k(x, 6) = %il,= e(-1/2)t*Nf7in-iz) dt 
which is well-defined everywhere. (We choose the 2 according to the sign 
of 6 and thus have nice behavior as 1 6 ( + co.) Clearly, this solves Pu .= g 
for g E .Y by taking u = Kg, where K is the pseudodifferential operator 
with symbol k. Lastly, expanding e(-1/2)1 * in a power series and integrating 
term by term we can recover the asymptotic series that arose in the suc- 
cessive approximations approach. 
The careful reader will have noticed that this k is not a symbol in the 
usual sense since it is discontinuous on f = 0, 7 # 0. And for this reason 
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we will not require symbols to be smooth in the following. This precludes 
use of most standard results on pseudodifferential operators, but that is 
of little importance. In fact, for this example we find, when considering 
whether K is also a left inverse, that the symbol of KP is 
1 A ~(Q)(x, [) D,aP(x, 5) = 1 + S(5) e(-1’2)(~-z)*, 
and thus for g E 9’(R2): 
KPg(x, y) = g(x, y) + /j ei~(~-~)e(-1’2)(y-v)p * g(u, v) du de. 
Of course, the integral may be interpreted as an operator mapping 
9’(R2) + ker p since eiz(u-v)e(-l/21(Y-v) * is a homogeneous solution of P for 
each et. Thus the discontinuity of /z is just a reflection of ker P. . 
In the next section we shall apply the above method to a few well-known 
operators: D, + ixD, , D, -1 ix2D,, xD, - yD, + A, iD, f xDy2, 
D, + iD, f (x + W4 , and Dz2 + xDv2. The treatment is cursory, and 
the results are routine. For instance, we will indicate that the fundamental 
solution of D, + ix2D, has a symbol in the class S$i:,r,a and that the 
fundamental solution of xDy - yDx + A has a symbol which is meromorphic 
with respect to h. 
In Section 3 we shall analyze the symbol of the fundamental solution 
of P(h) 7 Dz2 + x2Dy2 + hD, and find a meromorphic dependence on h: 
simple poles at the odd integers. The residues at these poles will be symbols 
of mappings into ker P; furthermore, we shall have a situation vaguely 
analogous to the Fredholm alternative. 
Generalizing to P(h, p) = Dz2 + 3E2(Du2 + 0,“) + AD, + pD, , we shall 
lose meromorphicity-the set of singularities becomes one dimensional-but 
we shall still have a mapping into ker P by a “residue” symbol. 
In Section 4 we shall show the analyticity of the fundamental solution 
of 0,” + x2Dv2 by direct, but tedious, estimation of the derivatives of the 
symbol. And as a final gesture we shall compare this fundamental solution 
to those of the operators Dz2 + x~D,,~ + Dz2, Dz2 + (9 + 9) Dv2 + Dz2, 
and Dz2 + x2(Dv2 + 0:“). 
2. 
In this section we sketchily present a collection of well-known examples 
from the point of view of Section 1. See [4-6]. 
I. P = (a/ax) + x”i(a/ay) and Q = (a/ax) + xi(a/ay) will reveal a 
difference between solvable and nonsolvable operators. 
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First, for P we have P(x, 5) = it - x27 and then 
1’ = -++t - x)” + i&t - &pa+. 
SO pick c 2 - 1 for > 0 and c 7 7. -i. 1 for < 0. Now we show 7 continuity 
at :- 7 0, 4 f 0 which will then define k for (t, 7) # (0,O). If 6 # 0 and 
7 > 0, then 
k=- z 
I 
e(-l:3)“(~+“13’(l/3)~~:1+i~f & 
0 
Clearly, the integral tends to zero as 7 --f 0. Similarly for 7 < 0: 
k =I=- eU/3)77(l- d’+(1/31nz3-i~t dt 
0 
I 1 . Jr = -- - ;-ce- 
if 15 
iPx&-l,S)nz” 
J 
pl 1:3)~~~-iEIn,-“~s~2 ds. 
:,, lh, 
And again k + l/it as 7 --f 0. Also by further parts integration we find 
k is smooth except at ([,7) - (0,O); more precisely, we claim k is a symbol 
in the class 
GL3 (R2) 
after cutting it off near the origin of the (,7 variables. 
On the other hand, for Q we find f : ic%+2 - it& + xqct, and now 
the choice of c will also depend on x-this is the nonsolvability cropping up. 
Explicitly, we take c =- I for 7 > 0, x >, 0; c : - 1 for 7 > 0, N < 0; 
c -: i for 7 < 0, 5 > 0; and c = -i for 7 < 0, 5 < 0. Again, the choices 
were made to satisfy the boundary conditions and also to avoid exponential 
growth of k as I(f, 7)I + co. Thus, we have defined a discontinuous symbol 
k(x, f, 7) whose corresponding operator K is somehow related to a funda- 
mental solution of Q. First, we note the estimate : k 1 < min(l 7 l”‘la, : 6 ‘-I) 
which implies k is L$,,(R2) and thus 
Kg@, y) = 1 k(x, 5,~) c+“’ ““‘&f, 7) df 4 
is well-defined for R E Y. Next the obvious computation: 
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This we abbreviate as QK z I - R, and Rg = 0 may be interpreted as a 
compatibility condition for solvability of Q by K. To clarify this condition 
a little, we employ 9, 9” Parseval and obtain 
R&y) = 6(x) j-j ((4) s2 + ;(t - y))-‘g(s, 2) ds dt. 
Of course, (&x2 + i(y - c))-’ is Li,, and a homogeneous solution of tQ for 
each c so Rg = 0 is reminiscent of g orthogonal to ker “Q. The reason that 
an analogous compatibility condition did not arise for P is that the analogous 
function ($9 + iy)-r is not a homogeneous solution of ‘P. In fact, 
fP(j9 + zj:)-’ = -274x) 6(y). 
This of course is well-known since for even powers of x, e.g., P, we may 
change variables: (2/2x) + ix2”(2/2y) becomes ~““((2/2w) + 2(2/2y)) with 
w = x2n. l/2n -+ 1. Then a complex variable z = w + iy and the operator is 
almost 2/2% with fundamental solution l/z = ((3zzn+‘/2n + 1) + iy)-‘. 
However, for an odd power of X, thcrc is no variable change but there is a 
homogeneous solution. Naturally, the method of Section 1 applies in the 
same way to any power of x and reproduces the usual results. 
To see if K is any kind of left inverse for Q, we proceed as before and 
find with g E 9’ that 
We abbreviate this by KQ = I - S. Obviously, QS = 0 and also RQ = 0. 
Now R: 9 + 6(x) @ Cm(R) is immediate, but from 
Rg(x,y) = S(x)!/ ((3)s” + i(t -Y))-‘g(s, t)dsdt, 
we only expect Rg(x, y) to decay like 6(x)(1/y) as y + co. However, this 
is of no consequence and clearly we have 
which is constant in 6 but rapidly decreasing in 7. Hence, 
R2&, Y) = W j-j-, e(-r/2)~2’n~-r/2ei~~ R2( 5,~) d.$ d7 = Rg(x, y) by Fubini. 
Thus R is a “projection.” 
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II. P = x(Z/ay) - ~(a/&) -t h and Q = x(a/ay) + iy(a/ax) + A. Of 
course, P is (a/a(9) + X in polar coordinates and is not locally solvable at 
the origin if h E 2. Apply Section 1 to find 
f = (1 - cos ct)(ifx + i?y) 7 sin cf(ip - ity) + chi. 
Now if Re X > 0, then c = I suffices, and periodicity gives 
k = (1 - (+nA)-1 I’ e-Ate-sint(i~z-ifu)-(l-co6t)~if~~t~u) &. 
But this is a meromorphic function of /\ with simple poles at iZ and thus 
1 = x (l/a!) Pfa)Dzak for all h E C\jZ, which we now tacitly presume. 
Also 1 = x(1 /a!) k(a’D,aP is easily verified. Clearly, K: 9’ + C” and will 
extend to a continuous map E’ -+ 9’ once we show 
jj 4(x, Y> k!x, y, &d ei(zf+un) dx 4 
is rapidly decreasing for each + E C$, . Integrating by parts, 
5” jj d(x, y) k(x, y, 5, ?) e”zf+u”) dx dy = jj D,“($k) e”2f+vv) dx dy 
= 1 (7) (1 - e-2nA)-l jo2" eMAt. 
(~(COS t - 1) - 77 sin t)j D+G#J(T sin t - 6 cos t, -E sin t - 7 cos t) dt. But 
DG4 is rapidly decreasing so the whole sum is bounded as (5,~) + co; 
similarly for 7” JJq%’ *~+rn) dx dy. Thus K extends, and we have PKu -= 
u = KPu for uEE’. 
Now for X .= niE iZ, we first consider h near but not equal to ni. Then 
P(h) K(h) = I is 
(P(ni) + X - ni)((R/(h - ni)) + L + (A - ni) M(h)) = I, 
where R, L, and M(A) are mappings defined by the symbols arising when 
k is expanded about )I = ni. In particular, the symbol of R is the residue of k 
at ni. Naturally, we have P(ni)R == 0 and P(ni)L = I - R. Similarly, 
K(h) P(h) =- I gives RP(ni) = 0 and LP(ni) = I - R. Hence, RP(ni)L = 
R - R2 == 0 so R should be a projection, hence also I -- R, and L the inverse 
of P(G) restricted to Im(l - R). To check this, we must compute symbols 
for R and L. This is immediate and, for example, ni = 0 yields 
+,Y, 5,7) = & jozn e- sintlizn-iuf)-tl-cost)(tf~~i~~l dl 
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and 
4x, y, 6, d = & J‘oo2n (x - 4 e- slnt~i2~-fu~~-~l-cost~~i~~+i~u~ &, 
Now for’g E 9, we easily compute 
Rg(.ry) = $ (‘g(x cos t + y sin t, y cos t - x sin t) dt, 
i.e., R is just averaging over circles. Similarly, 
kc% Y> = & jo2” (x - 4 g( x cos t + y sin t, y cos 1 - x sin t) dr 
which is also the expected. 
For Q, we find, with b2 = -9, 
f = x(i[( I - cos bt) + iT(c/b) sin bt) + y(iq( 1 - cos bt) - iQb/c) sin bt) + &. 
To retain periodicity, we take b = I, so c2 = i and Re( f) + cc as t 4 co 
if Re(ch) > 0. This is analogous to P, and K is meromorphic in h with poles 
at r1f2Z: 
k = 3.‘2(] - e- Onil’*A)-1 Io2= e- i”*~(~intf”*(iZ~+Y~) b(co6t--l)(izf+ivv) &, 
Now, that k does not define an operator 9’ + Cc0 since it grows exponentially 
as (5,~) + cc is due to the fact that Q is not locally solvable for any h. 
III. P = (a/&) - x(a2/ay2) and Q = (a/ax) + x(a2/8y2) are dif- 
fusions with a time-dependent rate. P is forward diffusion for positive 
time and backward for negative time, with the opposite for Q. Applying 
Section 1 to P givesf = c(it f q2)t - $c2~2t2. Then we take c .== i for 5 < 0 
and c = --i for 5 > 0 which gives k a discontinuity of (--i/l 77 I) e(-r/2)z’~” 
at 5 0. Now 
and thus K: 9’ + C”. Now K extends to a continuous map I’ + 9 if 
J.f+, Y) k(r, 6, d e’ *M-W dx dy is rapidly decreasing for each 4 E CrPt . To 
show this, we consider 
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and 
< c (‘n”) j-j- I DiN-V I dx dy 
. min I7 In-t. , ;, ( 
2 n 
- - 
I I) 
: . 
Hence for 72 3 1 c I, we use 
$k e’@(+y”) dx dy 1 < 1 74Nj-j +kt+(=ffy’o) dx dy 1, 
and for 72 < 1 5 !, we use 
1 D;N-n+ 1 dx dy . +. 
Thus, we have extended K and solved Pu :- f E 8’ by II = Kf. As to 
regularity, we consider KP. Here, the discontinuity of k appears and gives 
KP .= I - R where 
Rg(x, y) = 1 &O, 7) 17 1 e(-112)z2n*eiyx dy
for gE -40. So &(O, 7) =&O, 7), and R is a projection. Of course, 
R: 9 -+ ker P and to see what sort of functions are in the image of R, 
we apply Parseval: 
Rg(x, y) = s h(o) e~-1’2)~-y)2’z* dv where 47) = I 7 I B(O, 7). 
Naturally 
ec-llz,u*/z*/ 
,X 
is the expected singular homogeneous solution since 
e(-112)r*/z*/X ___ qx)(e(-1/2viz~jx) - q-X)(el-1!2)Y*:22/q x 1). 
This is immediate by a variable change; 
Pe(x)(e(-1i2)Y*‘22/x) == (27r)1/2 6(y) 6(y) 
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is the forward diffusion and 
pq4)(pi2)Yw 1 
/I x I> = cw”2 w w 
is the backward diffusion. 
Q leads to f = c(it - q2)t $ gc%~~t~, and hence c = +l if x 5 0. 
This implies K has a discontinuity of size 
at x = 0 and thus 
for g E 9. Now 
e(-1:2wn*/[ 7 1 
is locally integrable and - I degree homogeneous with Fourier transform 
which is in kcr P as was just seen above. Then 
vanishing for each y is the compatibility condition on g for solvability by K. 
Again, this is reminiscent of orthogonality to ker “Q since “Q = --P. For 
regularity, WC first note KQ = Z on Y, but K does not map 9’ -+ C” 
because of the discontinuity of k. However, for x # 0, we easily find 
1 K 1 < min((2iI r] I), 3/i [ I) and \(8/?x)“+rK 1 < 3N! 77”‘; thus, the derivatives 
of Kg are uniformly bounded in .Y / 0 for g E 9’. The discontinuity of 
Kg at x .=-- 0 is 
Now if g = Qw for w E 6‘, we have by parts integration the discontinuity 
equal to 
lim I 
e(-1:2)N’inz 
.vi-u Itll<N 17 1 
eW+(eir(N2, 7) - eir(--N2, 7)) d7 
which is zero since r$ has polynomial growth, 
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To actually show hypoellipticity, we would revert to the kernel of K: 
Note that this is only an oscillatory integral. Integration using k as given 
above yields 
qx, y; %, jg = (q-x) qx - x) - B(x) e(% - x)) 
x e-(1/2)(9-rl*/(fe-,2)/(2~(~2 _ x2))1/2e 
Thus K(x, y; %,y) is smooth off the diagonal except for the discontinuity 
at x = 0. 
IIIa. We mention that the same analysis as in III applies to 
P = iD, + x 1 D, 1 and Q = iD, - x 1 D, I; the only difference is that 12 
is replaced by 1 77 I. Of course, the kernel of K now looks different, namely 
it is 
(e~-~) qx - 2) - e(x) e(i7 - ~))(1/24((4(9 - ~2) + i(~ - y))-l 
+ (&(X2 - x2) - i(y - y))-1). 
IV. P = (a/&?) + z( l/i) a/&~ in R3 with z = x + iy. Here Section 1 
gives f = ctP which cannot give a convergent integral for P = 0. But a 
change of variables yields P 1 i(Z/axr) + (a/ax,) + xr(a/axa), and here 
Section 1 gives f = ctP + hc2[,t2. We choose c as follows: t3 > 0, 5, > 0 
c=-1; [,>O, f,<O c=l; t3<0, [,>O c=-i; and &<O, 
5‘, < 0 c .= i. Now for t3 > 0, we have continuity and K(x, , LJ, , 5, , 0) = 
(if, - 4,))‘. Bounding k is elementary, and we find 
I k < min(n1/2 I f3 I-1/2, 2 I ifI + 5, -f- r1f3 ,-l) 
if f3 3 0 or if [a < 0, and f2, f2 + x1f3 have the same sign; otherwise, 
these bounds must be multiplied by 
Thus k is locally integrable, but K is not defined on all of S because of 
the symbol growth. However, for g E S such that i is bounded by Ceb’f’ 
in the wedge 1 5, ! < b I f3 1, Kg is defined for / xi I < 6. In particular, 
analytic g are locally solved. 
Alternatively, we now follow the approach in Example I. Choosing c 
depending on x1 so as to avoid exponential growth of k leads to the same c 
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as before if & > 0, c = -i if [a < 0, & + x1&, > 0, and c = i if [a < 0, 
.$a + xl.$s < 0. This k has a discontinuity at 5, < 0 and hence PK = I - R 
where R has symbol 
6(x, $- ‘$,!.f,) 21’*7f”* 1 5, i-1:2 ,cll*K,ncq-53). 
Applying Parseval yields 
M4 = 1 gtr)tMn - xdz - ity3 - x3 - x1 * (y2 - x2)))-* dr 
and again the vanishing of Rg, i.e., solvability, is sort of orthogonality of g to 
ker ‘P. Of course, (g(y, - x1)* - i(y, - x3 - x1(y2 - x2)))-* is not locally 
integrable so the integral must be interpreted with the regularization of 
this function as an element of S’. 
V. P = (a2/&*) + x(aZ/ay*). We easily find 
f .:= ct( -p - x7)2) + &~7ft* +gc%p, 
and thus the choice of c is simple if we restrict ourselves to x > 0, where 
P is elliptic. However, to include x < 0, we need c = i if f > 0 and c = -i 
if 5 < 0, hence we only have an oscillatory integral defining k and PK = Z 
will have to be checked again. First, we change variables: s = ~~t9 and 
find, after two parts integrations, that 
I k I < T”~($ + 45~ 213 + P7)-4/3 + &*P + 452’7-413). 
This bound is deficient for 77 --f 0, and in this case we change variables: 
which yields 
Now the choice of c makes w’ nonvanishing in 2 x 1 T* < 52; that is, we 
have avoided any stationary phase. Explicitly, 
w’ = 7)* I tj ~-l(x-q*~-* + (1 + n* 1 6 i-1 t)*), 
and thus for large w we have w’ N rls I [ l-l(3~)*/~ so an integration by 
parts is required to achieve absolute convergence. Proceeding, 
k = -‘7*f-3 (I 5 1 1-*(1 + ,q*&*)-l _ Jo= eil~l’n-*s 1 w’ I--S w* dw) 
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and 
w” = 2t745-2( 1 + v2 [ I-1 t) - 2~f[-2(3w)‘/“, 
so the integral is absolutely convergent and gives the estimate 
I k I < 2!? [ 1 + i,x (1 + c)-” dw] 9 
where z, is roughly w for small w and w lj3 for large w. Hence, k is locally 
integrable by using the estimate 
ki < 17-4/3(“.) for 1 5 )3 < 7,” 
and one 2 lines above for 1 5 I3 > q*. 
3. 
In this section we consider the operator 
P = -(a2/&2) - x’(Ppy2) + iA(a/ay) 
in R2 with h a complex parameter. Employing the method of Section 1, 
we will construct a fundamental solution under the restriction 1 Re(A)I < 1; 
however, this will be relaxed by analytic continuation. The resulting 
fundamental solution will be meromorphic with simple poles and we will 
analyze the residues in a few cases. The section will conclude with a dis- 
cussion of some generalizations. Set [2]. 
Construction of Fundamental Solution 
Noting that our operator has a symbol p + .+* - AT which does not 
explicitly involve y, we presume that neither does k. Invoking Section 1 
gives us 
Zf/jat = $ + x*y* - A7 + 2i&$fl&) + (iY2fliYx2) - (af/2x)2. 
Of course, f must also fulfill the boundary conditions f (0, x, t, q, A) = 0 
and Re( f) + co as t --, co. Since x explicitly appears only in the term .Y~T~, 
we attempt to find f of the form x2A(t, [,q A) + xB(t, 5, 7, A) + C(t, 5, T], A). 
This reduces the nonlinear p.d.e. for f to a system of nonlinear 0.d.e.s: 
iYA/at 72 - 4A2, 
aBlat = -4AB + 4i[A, 
x/at = $ - Aq - 2‘4 + 2i[B - B2. 
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Kow solving this system with the boundary conditions at t = 0 gives 
f(t, X, f, 7, X) = (P L- +*)(tanh 27$/277) + i@l - sech 2771) 
f 4 log cash 2@ - /\?t. 
We use 1’Hopital when 7 + 0 to check f(t, X, 4,0, h) = pt. Next, the 
boundary condition for t -+ co clearly holds if 1 Re(X)’ < I and (5, v) # (0, 0) 
once we note 1 log cash 27t + 7 1 t. Hence, we have a k(x, [,y, h) satisfying 
1% (I/U!) P)Dzak = 1 if (6, 7) # (0,O) and 1 Re(A)I < I. We still must 
show that this symbol defines a mapping K: Y -+ C” which extends to a 
mapping 8’ -+ 9’ before we may call it a fundamental solution. This is 
essentially done in Section 4 whcrc it is shown that k E L!I’;~~,,~~~(R*) once 
we cut it off near (4,~) --_ (0,O). 
Analytic Continuufion of k 
After scrutinizing f more carefully, we see that Re(h) < 1 is required 
just for 7 > 0 and Re(h) > -I just for 71 < 0. Also, f(t, x, t, q, --h) = 
f(t, x, t, -7, h) allows us only to consider 7 > 0. First, we change variables: 
w - tanh 27t. This gives 
k(x, 5, rl, ,)) zz j-,’ e(-ll*)gwine-iz~(l-(l-u”)“*)(l + w)(~-3)/4(] _ w)-(~+3)/4 $), 
where Q denotes 6’ + x27*. Integration by parts yields 
k=z(I+j’ 
I--h217 0 
e(-1/2)~/ne-iz((l-(l-~‘)~“)( 1 _ w)u-A)/4 
X Ay (1 + wy-7)14 - (1 + w)(A-3u4 (g + 
ix[w 
(1 - wy 
This expression of k is well-defined for Re(h) < 3 if h # 1, and clearly gives 
an analytic continuation into the strip 1 < Re X < 3. The permanence of 
algebraic relations implies this extension of k still satisfies 
c & P’a’D,ak = 1. 
Obviously, this continuation by parts integration may be repeated inde- 
finitely and we obtain a meromorphic function with simple poles at 
h E 22 + 1. Computing the residues is elementary: 
res(X = 1) = -(2)1/* (e(-1/2)O/n/q) e--izf, recall 7 > 0, 
r&X = 3) 7: -(2)l/* (e(-112)Ol~/~) e-i”c2ix[, 
res(/\ = 5) --_ -(2)‘/” (e(-l/*)O/n/7j ) ecizC((Q/q) - f - 2x*$). 
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Now for h close to 2j $ 1, we have the series 
and 
P(A) =P(2jl 1)-(X--j- 1)~ 
k(h) = (res(2j+ l)/(h - 2j- 1)) + /+ (A - 2j- l)m + .*., 
and putting these into 1 = x (l/a!) P)(h) D,%(A), we obtain 
1 
I= A-2j-1 a. 
14 P)(2j + I) Dza res(2j + 1) 
-k 2 $ (P)(2j +- I) DzmL - +)Dza res(2j + 1)) + *em. 
Thus, 
0 = 2 $ P(“)(2j + 1) Dza res(2j + 1) 
and 
1 = C -$ (P(&)(2j + 1) DzaC - qta)Dzm res(2j + 1)). 
The first of these means res(2j + 1) is the symbol of a mapping R: Y + 
ker P(2j + 1), and the second shows I = P(2j + l)L - D,,R, where L is 
the mapping defined by the symbol t. Fourier transforming res(2j + 1) gives 
the distribution kernel of R which we compute for h = 1, 3, and 5: 
X = I : R(x, y; 2, y) = A-l/* where A == x2 + 9 - 2i(y - j), 
A = 3: R(x, y; x, 7) = XZA-~/*, 
X = 5: R(x, y; 3,~) = A-‘/* - 2(x* + 9) A-3/* + l&-%*A-“/*. 
Note for X = 1 we have P(l) = (D, + i.vDy)(Dz -- ixD,) and each of 
these factors is nonlocally solvable-see Section 2. Now it is routine to 
check x (l/a!) WDzaP = 1 for 1 Re h 1 < 1, and thus K is also a left 
inverse for P away from A E 22 + 1, hence hypoellipticity. In particular, 
for h close to 1, we again expand to fmd I :: LP(I) - RD, and RP(1) = 0. 
Essentially, we have the usual setup once these easily verifiable facts are 
observed: RD, = D,R; -RD, is a projection but with image in CW(R2) 
and decay only 1 x2 + iy 1-3/2 as (5, y) + co; and LP(l) = P( l)L -= 
I - (-RD,) := another projection. 
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Simple Generalizations 
I. P = -(aZ/iW) - x2((a2/iYy2) + 82/ZJz2) + i(h(a/@) + p(a/Zz)) in 
R3. From Section 1 we find 
f = (52 + 47” + P))(tanh 2(71~ + 52)1/2t/2(+ + t2)-li2) 
+ ix[(l - sech 2(7* + t2)l/*t) + 3 log cash 2(772 + t2)V2t - (A? + p[)t. 
Here the boundary condition for t -+ oo requires 
rl Re h + 5 Re II < (7’ + 5*Y2, 
which is clearly analogous to the previous restriction Re h < 1 for 7 > 0 once 
this is rewritten as 7 Re h < (q2)1/2. Thus for (Re A)* + (Re p)2 < 1, we 
have a symbol for a fundamental solution. To analytically continue in the 
A, p variables, we again integrate by parts which gives a symbol well-defined 
in (Re h)2 + (Re p)s < 3 plus the evaluated term 
42) 1/2e-(ft+29(rr2+Cg))12(n’+)‘)“ae-izp /(A7 + P5 - (7* L 52)“2). 
The analogue for P was the evaluated term 
-(2)112 (e- (C*+za,*)/2(~2)“‘i(h? _ (72)l:2)) e-fzt, 
whose only singularity is at h = 1 and there it is singular for all 7 > 0. 
However, the P evaluated term has singularities for all (A, p) such that 
(Im A)” + (Im ~)a = (Re X Im p - Re p Im h)2, 
but then it is singular only on a (5, 7, {) hyperplane. Explicitly, given 
such a (A,, , ~a), there is a unique (7,, , [a) with I(Q, &,)I = 1, 
((Im h, , Im 4, (‘lo, 5,)) = 0, and (We 4, , Re 14, (7,, , 5,)) = 1. 
(If Im A,, = 0 = Im pO, then there are two such (Q, , &,)). Changing to 
cylindrical coordinates with 0 -= 0 along the (7,, , 5,) direction, we find the 
evaluated term to be 
-(2)lj2 e-(t*+z*ra)‘2re-iz(lY(cos 8 - 1 + sin f?(7#o - I;&)). 
So for (Im A,, , Im CL,,) # (0, 0), we only have a l/e singularity near 8 -: 0 
and the symbol defines a nice operator. Now for Im A,, = 0 = Im p0 and 
I(&,, ~a)[ > 1, there are two distinct (70, 5,) and two l/e type singularities 
but this is no trouble. However, for I(&, , pa)1 = 1 and Im A,, = 0 = Imp,, , 
we have a l/P singularity which is nontrivial. Note in this case 7,, = X, 
and [a = tea so the term v,++, - [,,A,, vanishes. Summarizing: for P, Im X = 0 
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and Re h -_ 1 is an isolated point in Ci where the evaluated term is not a nice 
symbol, whereas for 8, the circle Im h 7 0 = Im TV and (Re h)2 + (Im PL)~ -- 1 
in C2 is an isolated set on which the evaluated term is not nice. Anyway, 
we have just seen by analytic continuation how to get around these nontrivial 
singularities and extend our fundamental solution to (Re h)2 -I- (Re p)‘-’ < 3. 
Proceeding as with P at A = 1, we attempt to isolate a residue at the non- 
trivial (h, , pO). First, for trivial (h, p) WC’ have 
1 = I’(4 CL) I;(& CL) = I’(& CL)(-qk PL) t- J%t II)) 
where ,?? is the operator with the evaluated term as symbol and t the leftover 
which has a nice symbol for (Rc h)2 $ (Re p)2 < 3. Now we find F(h, 1) E(h, p) 
has symbol 
21/2 e-(fg-&e):2re-irf 
, 
and denoting the corresponding operator by A we see it is the analogue of the 
projection - D,R: A is also a projection and P(& , p”)f;(& , pu) = I - A. 
If there were an analogous residue, R(h,, , &, then we should have 
and 
i$? i,:$!tfk; $47 ,“, b 
&A,, pO) R(&, CL,,) = 0. The first 
o e 
-(2)1/2 e--(E2+~er*)/2~e-i5E /&lo? + Po5h 
but then P(h,, , p,,) &h, , p,,) would have symbol 
p2((&rl + po[ - y)/(&T + po[)) e-(Cz--z*r’)/2+e-izt 
which does vanish at (5, r), , [,J but not elsewhere; in fact, it has singularities. 
Thus, a different sort of residue is expected, and we find it by noting the 
symbol of E(/\,, , CL,,) is 
2112 e-(~*+ler2)/2re-izE~r( 1 _ cos (j) 
which may be regularized as a function of 0 at 0 = 0. Hence we write, 
with 4 the angle from (h, , pr,) to (y, z), 
Jwo 3 PO) dT YF 4 
=cI‘ 
21/2 e 
(fGzw/2r 
I r 
* u o,21; ;yz(Kf, ‘(ho cos 0 - p. sin e), r(& sin r9 I p0 cos 8)) 
- &f, rAo , ypo) - B2(f, rX, .vu) ~(~~(~0s 0 - 1) - p. sin 0) 
- Mf, 4 , voP . (A, sin 0 + ~~(~0s  - 1))) de + QXf, rAo ,Ed 
-k C&(5, 4, , q-4 -i- D&f, ~4, WI,) r dr df. 
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Here the 0 integral is well-defined and B, C, D are the obvious: 
and 
sin 0 + &COS e - 1)) de. 
Clearly, C and D are well-defined by principal value and B is a divergent 
integral. To further isolate the singularity of E(h, , pO), we write 
B= 
I 
&coscdte) _ &COfid 
i - cos e 
de + eircotd 
0.277 s 
de 
0.2n I - cos e . 
The first integral is again well-defined by principal value, and thus our 
residue is 
2112 e-(P*-~ z?re)12reircos6,&[, rh, , rpo) & &t. 
Immediately, we see P(A, , pO) R(A,, , p,,) = 0 which is the analogue of 
P(I)R := 0. 
4. 
In this section we consider the analytic-hypoellipticity of 
(22/2x2) -j- X2(22/2y’) and (22/2x2) -t 422/2y2) + 22/222. 
More precisely, we will use Section I to construct fundamental solutions, and 
then we will directly prove analytic-hypoellipticity for (a2/2x2) + x2(a2/2y2) 
by estimates on this fundamental solution. We then will discuss why this 
proof does not apply for the fundamental solution of 
(22/2x2) + x2(22/234) + (2729). 
Lastly we also consider the operators (a2/2x2) + (x2 + z2)(a2/2y2) + e2/2z2, 
and (a2/2x2) $ xa((a2/2y2) + a2/2z2) w tc are essentially of the same type. h’ h 
See [I]. 
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Construction of Fundamental Solutions 
Just applying Section 1, we easily find the following fundamental solutions 
(the equations for the exponents are essentially the same as the one in 
Section 3): 
Operator Fundamental solution symbol 
~~*+zg~*~(tanh2~t)12n-izC(1-sech2~f) (cash 2Tt)-“2 dt 
a* a2 a2 -+$-+- 
ax2 a~2 a22 
e-(~*+z’~‘)~tanh2~~)/2~-i~~~l-sech2n~)-Czf (cash 2$)-“2 dt 
a* -- 
a.22 
a* ----x ax2 
. (cash 2$)-l dt 
~C2+~*~~~~C*l~~tanh2~~z~~2f~*‘*/2~n*~t2~1’1-~z~~l-~ech2~~*+~*~~’*~~ 
. (cash 2(17* + p)1’2t)-“2 dt. 
For places where the definition is ambiguous, we define by continuity, 
e.g., for 7 == 0 in the first three and v2 + c2 = 0 in the fourth. 
Small Variable Behavior of Fundamental Solutions 
The first operator. We use p to denote $ + x2~2 and k(x, 5,~) to denote 
the fundamental solution. So 
I 4x, 5, dl = 1 laze- ll(lanh2~1)/2~-iz~(l-sech24t) (cash 2$)-1’2 dt 1 
I 
m 
< 
0 e- 
p(~nh2st)‘2n(cosh 2q)-1’2 dt < K(0, 6, r]). 
Now change variables: 
e-~si2in~(l _ w2)-3/4 dw. 
Two cases: p > 2 1 7 : and p < 2 1 7 I. In the former, only small w are 
significant: 
II 
1 -l/2 
e-(P/21nl)~(l - w2)-3/4 dw < 
0 I IJ 
e-~P!2,~llu~(l + aw2 + 
0 
-*I 1 
+ e-P/4141 
I 
’ (1 - w~)-~‘~ dw, 
l/2 
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and we have the asymptotic expansion: 
40, 5,rl) = (l/2 I77 X(2 I r) lb) + w I77 llP)3 21 + . ..> 
= (UP)(l + h2/P2) + -..I- 
For the case p < 2 1 7 1, we use a finite Taylor series on e-(p121nl)w and 
immediately K(0, I, 7) = (l/2 1 7 I)(C - (p/i r) I) + ...) with 
C = I’ (I - w~)-~‘~ dw. 
0 
For p w 2 ( 7) (, we just note that the integral lt e-(p/2;fll)W(l - w~)-~/~ dw 
is monotone decreasing in the variable p/2 I 7 I and we have just evaluated 
the extremes. Graphically: 
FIGURE 1 
And thus k(0, 5,~) is locally integrable: 
Clearly, the above expansion approach also works for x # 0 once we recall 
that Cauchy’s inequality implies ) x+$ ) < p/2 ) r] 1. 
For the second operator, we have a similar attack: 
I k(x, 5,~~ 511 = ( 6 e- pttanhB~t)/Pn-fzE(l--sechPnt)-C4 (cash 27t)-l’* dt ( 
< 40, if, 79 5). 
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Here p =- .$a + x212 again. Ignoring [ and r) gives K(0, [,y, 5) < l/p, 
whereas ignoring 5 gives the same as before: 
40, 6, 7, 5) = O(min((l/52), l/l 71 I)). 
Thus K is locally integrable. 
The third and fourth operators are similar, and we find 
k(0, 0; 5, 17, t) = O(min((l/l r) i), 1/(t2 + 12))h 
which is locally integrable, and K(0, [, 7, 5) :- O(min((l/(T2 + [z)1’2), l/p)), 
again locally integrable. 
Naturally asymptotic series may be written down in the same manner 
as for the first operator. 
Outline of Proof of Analytic-Hypoellipticity 
We presume that we are given Pu :..- f such that 
P = (S’,/&q i x”(qay’); II, f E 9(X), 
and f E A(7Q) where X is an open subset of R* and f2 is an open disk 
centered at (0, 0). We also assume 7Q C X, since only for x = 0 is there 
any question, and for convenience take radius Q < ?;. We will then attempt 
to show II E A(Q). 
(i) Pick 4 E Cnm(6Q) such that $ -.. 1 on 552 then 
and the sum has its support in 652\= Applying K to the left gives us 
+u = K(+f) + K(x+0 (l/a!) DQaP(o)u), but 4 = I in R, so we have only to 
estimate the derivatives of K($f) and K(x..+s) in Q to show u E A(Q). 
\Ve consider K(q5f). Since f E A(754 there is for some constant C the 
bound (sup/6Q) 1 D”fi < CC%!. The constant C will be used to bound 
many different things and may be increased each time. Now we pick the 
sequence +j E C,=(3Q) such that $j = 1 on 2.Q and 1 Da$j 1 < (jC>j for 
all 1 OL j < j. Note that C essentially only depends on R if we take 
j factors 
where 0 E Com(2@4, 19 = 1 on 2$Q, # E C,%( !$), and s $ .: -. 1, 4 > 0. Now 
we wish to estimate D”K$f so write +f = $lm;.r3f + (4 - +ImI+3)f, and thus 
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1 DsKq5f i < 1 DaK$;.ITsf 1 + 1 DmK($ - $l,l+.Jf I. For the second term, we 
use a fact proved below: K has a kernel K(x, y, 3,~) that is x,y analytic 
- - and x,y differentiable off the diagonal. This allows us to write for 
We comment that C so far depends on Q, f in 652, and K(x, y, 2,~) for 
(x, y) E Q, (JT,~) E 652\252; but not on 01. Before considering DaK$lal+sf, we 
may as well use the kernel of K again to have 
K 
( 
c $l D3q5P(h analytic in Q. 
fJ#O . 1 
In fact, for o E 6’(652\43) we have, if (x, y) E 52, (Kw)(x, y) = (‘u, K(x, y, %, 7)) 
where z, acts on the f,jj variables. Of course, 
I<v, K(x,y, %J)>l d A c sup I Dz”&# I < CC’%!. 
vl4E 
Now C also depends on A and E, but we are going to use this only for 
v = x,,+o (l/r!) Dy~$P(v)u and so A and E do not depend on (Y. Having 
mentioned the usual trivialities now, we must analyze DDK+l,Iisf and 
K(x, Y, f, 7). 
(ii) D&K+ la I +J = D”,, Jj 4, t, rl) m(C, 7) eit2ti yq) dt 4, so look at 
(5” + T2)‘La1+31’2 I &&, 711 
< c * C;=la! since F (7) = 2N. 
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Of course, we also have I Gz(E, ?)I d C, so combining gives 
Back to 
we see that a bound for D,jK(x, 5,~) is also required. For 7 # 0: 
Wk(x, 5, rl) 
= ,;<,(;I &f’( - )- 1 W2 314 ~~e-w2)z’lnlw(-~( 1 - (1 - w2)l/2))i-c 0 
. e-~Pw12~~~e-izE~1-~1-w’l”9) dw. 
And using 
~ztew2)a*17Jlw = e(-l/2)z~lnlw c 1 .3.5*.*(e- l-%)(;J 
O<k<W2)C 
. (4’k (I 7) 1 w)k+U12)C 
for t even, 
= ew2)z7nlw 
c 
l<k<(l/2)(t+l) 
1.3.5...(&-24(;- 1) 
. (+)2k-1 (I v 1 w)k-+U/2)(C-l) 
for / odd. We estimate 
1 D,jk(x, 5, ~)1 < I( j,,(,“,, 1 . 3 . 5 --- (t - 1 - 2) 1 f Ij-C 1 ?1 1(1/2)C+.k 
e-PW1217I 
2171 (I---(* 
WU/2V+k 
- ~~)l’~)j-! - (, _ w2)3,4 dw. 
Here, only the form for /f even was used for convenience and I x < 1 was 
presumed, again for convenience. Next w < 1 and I! < j give 
I Ddk(x, 5,~) < 1 (j)(i) j(1/2)t-k I 5 I+ I 7 1(1/2)c+k k(0, f, 7). 
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. 
( 
1 + (5” + 72)1’2 --Ix’ 
IQll > 
(1 -+ 52 + $)--3’2 1 5 p-j j 7 I=’ d6 d7). 
Of course (1 + ($ + v2)r12/1 (Y I)- =I 1 6 lj--C+-j I 7 I (l/P)t+k+~ < I a 1 lal-(1/2)C+k 
if x # 0. Hence 
* jj k(O, E,q)(l + E" +'I")-"'"&d-rl 
< C . Cl~l4lal 1 a. Ibi 
Ij 
k(O, f, v)(l + t2 + T~)-“~ dt d7 
< C . Cl%! with a new C, still not depending on (Y. 
We tacitly used k(0, [, ?I) < 1 for 52 + v2 > C. A remark is now in order: 
the crucial property of k here is the fact DzCe(-1~2)z”I~l~ has coefficients of 
size (C!)r/” and not I!. Clearly, the other three operators we are considering 
will also satisfy this requirement. 
(iii) Rx, y, 2, J) = JJ k(x, 6 7) ei((e-a)t+u-9)*) df d7, but this is only an 
oscillatory integral and must be fixed up: let 4 E C”(R2) be such that 4 = 0 
in a neighborhood of the origin and II, = 1 outside another neighborhood 
of the origin. Then we have for j 3 3: 
Here both integrals are absolutely convergent once we prove the estimate 
1 D~D,“‘k(r, 5, ?)I < C(a, x)(p + T2)-(1’4)‘a’ for f2 + rj2 large 
(this estimate is part of p = 4 for pseudodifferential symbols). Of course, 
we are only considering (x, y) E Q and (f, 7) E 652\%? so 
(x - 3)’ + (y - 9)’ > 0. 
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Unfortunately, this approach has to be modified to 
qx, y, x, J) z 11 (I - ,,$)K ei(t(z-*)+n+Y)) d[ d7 
The reason behind this is that p = 4 for I>, but p 7 1 for D,, , and unless 
WC get the maximum mileage out of each derivative, the coefficients will 
grow faster than cr!. 
The requirement on 4 - 6 is to show , D&,D’&(x, y, Y, J)I < C . Wa! 
for (x, y) E Q, (3, J) E 6Q\2!?, ! y 1 < E and all (Y. These derivatives in the 
jc, y variables are just a notation complicator and will be ignored. Now 
K(x, y, X, J) is expressed as a sum of two integrals for any acceptable # 
and j > 3; in particular, we will choose (c, and j to depend on 0~. First, pick 
8~ Coa(R2) such that 0 = 1 for % --I $ < 2, 0 = 0 for $ + v2 > 3, and 
4 E C0”(t2 + 772 < 1) such that ~~~ = I and 4 > 0. Second, form the 
(N + I)-fold convolution: 
Thus, f?N~ C,=(P - 72 < 4), ON = 1 on [’ + 72 < I and I DV, , < C(CTQSl 
for I B I d N. Lastly, we take #(5,7> r 1 - e21,1+12((6/B I a I), 7lB I 0~ I) for 
some constant B yet to be chosen. Later, we will see B N 100 is easily 
sufficient. Thus, I PI+G I < Cl81 if / /3 I < 2 I 01 I + 12 and B > 1. With 
this 4, we now estimate the first integral in DmK(x, y, 3~,3). 
I 1.i 
D,a (1 - t,b([, 7)) k(x, 5, 7) ei(f(+-a)-n(Y-J’)) d[ d7 
< T (4) j-j- I 1 - $(5,7)I I D,%x, 5,7)1 I 5 Ial-’ I 7 I- dt 4 
< c (o;.L)($(-J (4B I cl I) 31 
< 4=‘(4B 1 a I)‘“’ (C + n(4B 
The last estimate came from using C > jsI.>r K(0, 5, 7) d[ d7. 
In the second integral of K(x, y, X,J) we will take j = & I a + 3 and so 
Da 
(D,4 -+ Dn2)W2h 0 
w (@ - 3)” + (y - y)2)W2W+2 
(,p) ei(PW-31 tn(r-9)) dt d7 
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(we tacitly take 1 (Y 1 as even, otherwise j = 4.1 (y 1 + g + 3) 
=& (;) D;,“((x - X)4 $ (y - y)*)-(1’2) 10 -3 
LEMMA 1. 
(2/2u)N (2/2fy (u” + wy 
< (14)N+“(L + N + M)N+M . (u” 2 $)-L--M-N if u4+w*<1. 
Proof. 
(a/&) ~a(~4 + v*)-L-b .zz au=-‘(d + ,$-I--b - 4(,5 + 6) ~“+-3(~4 + ,.*)-L-b-l. 
But we are only concerned with estimating the size of the coefficients that 
appear, so the right side may be replaced by (u + 4(L + 6))@a(u4 + v*)-L-r~-r 
and further differentiation will give larger coefficients. Similarly, 
(2pw) w”(u4 + w*)-L-b < (a -!- 2(L + b)) .o+yd + w*y--b--1. 
Thus 
(a/au)” (2/2w)M (u” + ?I*)-L 
< u3N@f(u4 + v2)-L-M-N 
* (4L)(4L + 7)(4L + 14) 
... (4L + 7(N - 1))(2L + 2N)(2L + 2N + 3)(..*) 
. (2L + 2N + 3(M - 1)). 
Lastly, 
4L+7(N- 1),2L+2N+3(M-I) <4L+7N+3M 
< 14(L + N + M) 
completes the proof. 
Back to derivatives of K. The line at the bottom of the previous page is 
f c (;) ( > -14 b 61 (cx _ q4 + cy _ y)3)-(1/*)1a1-3-1a-~1 
* ca I a I + 3 + 1 a - p p-61 
. J'I Dz,((D," + D;)W~l+3 (,@) e”“z-“‘in”-9))) de dT 
CIaI 1 a Ila-61 Dl&,((Df4 + D, ) 2 (1/2)la1+3(~~)ei(#(z-~l+s(v-9,,) d[ d+ 
Now for I/3 < ia,, we do not need all of the Of4 + 0,' derivatives to 
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insure convergence and must integrate by parts to avoid excessive 1 a, 
powers. Explicitly, we have 
(,@) eil~lz-W+n(~-j’U) df d7 
(D,4 ,.. &2)(112)1aI+3 (#(f, 7) Wk(x, 597)) 
and previously we had on 4 -- 8 an indication that D,jk is bounded by 
1 6 lj-C 1 7 It, so we expect only (De4 + Dn2)1/21eI~3 will be required. Thus 
another lemma: 
LEMMA 2. 
si 
(D,’ + D~)U/2)(a~b~t3tc (#D,ck) So-C7bei(F(r-f)ill(v-9)) df d7 
‘= i&Wd jj Cot4 + ‘7l 2 (112l(atb)t3-(1!2)(i+j) 1 ~~D,ck) 
j<b 
. So-t-i7b-jei(t(z-2)t~(Y-9)) df d7, 
where the coeficients B(i, j) depend on x - .T and y - J but for 
(X - .F)” + (y -J)’ < 1 1 B(i, j)l < (42)c+(1’2)(i+j) (,(t>e)!..! . &. 
As usual, we are being careless and not including 4 more if i + j or a + b 
is odd. 
Proof. Denote by (L, M, N) the integral 
& jj (D,4 T D,‘)L ($D.$)((if)” (i7)N eic~(z-z)ioc*-y))) df d7. 
. . 
Integrating a term Df4 -I- Zln2 by parts gives 
(L + 1, IV, N) = ((x - a)” + (y - jq2)(L, M, N) 
+ qy - Y)(L IV, N - 1) + (4 M, N - 2) 
+ 4(x - 2)” (L, M - 1, N) + 6(x - s)~ (L, M - 2, IV) 
+ 4(x - f)(L, M - 3, N) $ (L, M - 4, N). 
Now we want to keep lowering L in any integral where L > 2(& + M + N). 
Clearly, after n lowerings of L, we will have at most 7” terms, each with a 
coefficient of at most 6” (recall (X - X)4 + (y - J)’ < I). Of course, M 
and N are nonnegative, i.e., (L, M, N) = 0 if M or N is negative. Hence, 
the lemma is proved. 
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So far, we have shown 
. SO’-C-i?6*-jei(e(Z-‘)+n(Y-9)) dt dT 
where 1 B(i,j)I < (42)1/2(iu-BI-C) ((PI - L)!/& - G - i)!) /?2!/(p2 -j)!. Thus 
if we show 
- 
B 
1(Dt4 + D~)U/2Hm!nliS (CD,Ck>l i 5 ImmL I T) In d5 4 
< C. Cial 1 a jnlln for m </II, n < p2, and & < m, 
then we will have 
(,&) ei(C(z-z) I-I)(Y-Y)) d( d7, 
with a new C. Of course, m == PI - i and n = fi2 -j. This finishes the 
analyticity of u in Q (once the estimate on the bottom of 4 - 14 is proved). 
Proof of Estimate on k 
Here, we finally use the properties of I# to show the estimates 
< c * CID’ 1 a. p+n for 
L < m, N < 6 + m + n, and M + 2N -= 12 f 2(m + n) 
< c . C’=’ 1 (I p+n for 
L<m, N<6+m+n, and M+2N,< 11 +2(m+n) 
406 C. HOEI. 
imply the one at the bottom of 4 - 14. This is immediate after we just 
expand (DE4 t DV2)1/2(nz-- n, ’ 3 bv the binomial formula and then use Leibniz 
and a new C, independent of -a. Naturally, m + n < I/3 j < 1 (Y I, and the 
integral in (a) is for terms where no derivatives were applied to 4. Indeed, 
M is a multiple of four in (a) and N is a multiple of two, but this is not 
much help and will be ignored. In any case, we must now do some work, 
i.e., differentiate k. Yote k is an even function of 7, so we presume 7 >> 0. 
(i) Directly differentiate: 
I e-f’ri2n e-~r*1~:2e-irf(1-(1-1,.*)“*) 
(1 _- ,2)3/4 
* (p(1 - (1 - W*)i~*)jL* 
c (L, - 1 - 2j)!! (ix)” (T&(“*)Ll+j 
OsQS(1/2)L1 ($j 1. 
o,j,,l~j,L 1 , 1) (Ll - 2jY! (2:Y ,j (4* 
! 
aw, 
j-l (yw) (l/*)L,-(1/2)+j 
I.. 
where the upper sum is for L, even, lower for L, odd. AIso, we use q!! = 
1 .3.5. . . . q for q an odd integer; (-l)!! - 1. Of course, this already 
appeared on 4 -. 8. Kext we apply DfM: 
c 
o~i~I1:2lM, 
(‘+f, - 1 - 2i)!! (l;:) (3” (y2)M1-i 
C 
O<i<(1/2)M1 i l/2 
(M, - 2i)!! Gd’y ,) (if)“-1 ($)(1’2)MI--(I12)--I 
C 
0~i~(l!2)L1 
(L, - I - 2j)!! (f$) (ix)*j(t)~)(l’*)~~+j 
c 
O<,<U/2)L1i 1 J2 
(L, - 2j)!! (2jh ]) (ix)“‘-1 (rlw)(l/*)L1-(l’*)+j 
. e-iz~(l-ll-rC*l”*)SL*-~~~~~ 
1 - (1 - w*)U* b+h dw 
i (1 - w2)3/4 * 
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We will only use the upper forms of the sums for convenience, 
also will need a lemma to apply Q,h’. 
LEMMA 3. 
@“($) = ogLj! (yfq (-)i$$. 
-. 
2%~ holds for I’ < 0 if(ji) 7 (-i)(-i - I)(...)(-i -j -k I)$!, as 
Proof. Just plug in. 
Thus we have 
407 
and we 
usual. 
DvNW’DrLk = 2 (;l)(Ml;2M)( ,“)(;;) & - 1 - 2jY! 
1 
. E (‘Ml- 1 -2i)!! (2) k! (Nl + i”l +ki-(iLl +j)) (_)k(i)2i+21--L,+M, ( ) 
* (42id i+(112)Le-(1!2)hf,+N,-k (x21)j+(l/2)Msi-No 
‘7 
if(112) L,-~112~Mt-~-~l/2~M~-I-~l12~M~-i+~l/2~ Ll+j-N 
*s 
1 
~-C2uJ~2s~-~ztco/2~iaEll-~l-wz~‘lf~WN~-k+~li2~M~+i+~l/2lL,+j+N, 
0 
. (1 - (1 - W2)“2)k+“3 (1 _ &-3’4 dw(J#-‘. 
Note on the right side k is used as an index whereas on the left side 
k = k(x, I, 7). 
(ii) Estimate derivatives in region 7 > (l/B)R with R2 = 52 + 72 and 
Biu: CR -=c4BIor; 
integral J-i ... 
(i.e., part of estimate (b)). Since 0 < w < 1, the 
dw is bounded by f: (I - w2)e314 dw and we have 
*ItI 
2i+LI--M2+2(NI-k) 1 x 12j+hf3+2Na 
1 (1/2)M,--i+(l/2) Ll+i-2Nl+k 
* 2 -- 0 
< c . Cl”’ ( a (L--Mr1 if C> IOOOB. 
Hence, j DNDMDLk 1 1 5 jm-L 1 7 In < C * Cal 1 a Im++-l so estimate (b) as far 
as region 77 > (I/B)R in the integral is proved. 
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Now for the part of estimate (a) from region 7 > (I /B)R, we need some 
decay in R since integral is over B 1 (x 1 < R < 00. But we have M + 2N = 
12 + 2(rrt + n). We use polar coordinates: 6 = R sin 8, 77 = R cos B and so 
0 < 0 < arccos 1,/B. Thus 
Ts 
1 DNDMDLk 1 1 5 yL 1 7 lfl de dv 
e 
Blml<R 
s>(l/B)R 
< ’ 
Js 
RdRdtIIsinb,I 2i+b-M1+2NI-2k+m-L 1 x 12i+hfs+2N2 
O@~srccosl:B 
Blal<R 
1 
*R- i (1/2)M,+j-(1!2) L,-Mt-k+mTn-l e-cu(R((8in’8/COse)+z*C08e)) 
. w(l/2)Ml+i+(l/2) L,+i+N,--k;-N 2 (1 - (1 - wy)w~s 
(1 _dw,.).i4 
. Ch1B21”: , (y , (1/2)L1-it(1/2)M1-i+k 
Now the w integral is bounded by si dw/( 1 - w~)~/~, and the 0 integral is 
bounded by ~12, thus 
11 
1 DNDMDLk 1 1 cf I”-L 17 In d[ d7 
Blal<R 
s>UlB)R 
< clul 1 oL I(l/2)L,-j+(l/2)M1-itk 
\ 
I 
i ~112~M~+~-~l12~L~-M~-ktm+n dR 
B,.,<RR- 
with a new C. This R integration is trivial, and we have a bound by 
1 a Im+n-l-Mz which completes estimate (a) for the region 7 > (I/B)R. 
(iii) Estimates in region 0 < T) < (l/B)R. Unfortunately, in this case, 
the w integral requires many cancellations to avoid 77 --f 0 troubles, and 
we revert to the original t integral. Now, applying derivatives is not quite 
so simple, but progress is our most important product. 
DzLk = c (,“,, Jo= e- ~*(tanh21rl)/2ne-(2*/2)nlanh~L 
. 1 
O<j<W2)L1 
(L, - 1 - 2j)!! (!$ (ix)“’ (7 tanh 27t)(“2)Lrtj 
. e-izf(-ch2n~) (- [)L~ (1 - sech &QLn cosh-“2 2+ di. 
Again, only the even form was written down; also we will quit writing the 
27+ argument in the hyperbolic functions. 
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Then 
e-(x%)stn~h 1 
O<i((l/Z)L1 
(L, - 1 - 2j)!! ($ (ix)” 
. (q tanh) (I/2) L,+j e-irt(l-sech) (+% (1 _ seCh)h’+%iL, (;,f)“z-% 
(L2 ?k3)! cosh-“2 dt. 
And lastly, 
QNDt’DzLk I=& (t” 
1 
)(M ,“, )(, NRjee ?v,) j-“= ~~ye-(~*‘~)(~~~)‘~) 
123 12 
. 2 
O<i<W2)M, 
(Ml - 1 _ 24!! ($ (i#‘~Ns (+)“‘21M1+i 
.D N~e-(z?2Mrmh c 
Ogj((l/?)L, 
(L, - 1 - 2j)!! ($ (ix)“’ DNc 
. (? tanh)(“2)L’+i DN~e-iz&EWh) (+W, DN~ 
. (1 - sech)Lg+Ma iLg (i.tJ)Le-Ms (L 
2 
“L)! DN7 cosh-1’2 di. 
We now must work out the 7 derivatives. First, we will be considering 
0 < 27t < I, and so we put g(z) = tanh z/z which is holomorphic in 
1 z 1 < a/2 with a Taylor series of only even powers. 
D?(e- (t*~-h9 = (2qN1 (+“I (;)“I e-ff2dd for z _ 2,+ 
= (-i2t)N1 ANI(il , i2 , . ..)(-tf2g’(z)>” 
iI+2i2+3ig+...=N1 
. (_ @f(z))‘e . . . e-tf2s* (1) 
These coefficients A(& , i2 ,...) are found from a lemma. 
505115/3-3 
410 
LEMMA 5. 
c. HOEL 
a ( 
( 1 ax 
,f (2) 
with 
where K -:-_ i1 + i2 + I.. T it , b = [I + CC, T .. + kK = partition of C, and 
il is the number of lj’s equal to 1, iz is the number of ti’s equal to 2, etc. 
Proof. An expression for Ac+l(...) in terms of the A,(...)‘s is easy to 
find and checking the above A, definition is straightforward. More 
enlightening is the following derivation: 
so 
e’ = Iti,n (1 -- s&)~ 
where the superscript (Lj) means /j derivatives and / /I + c* -i ..’ + c, 
with Lj --: 0 allowed. Now the number ways of picking the K nonzero ej’s 
is (p) so 
The last line used 
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Lastly, we note (l!>“r (2!)ip ... (c!)‘cA,(i, , iz ,..., ic) = t!,‘i,! ir! ... it!, and the 
lemma is complete. 
Back to derivatives of K: since g(z) is holomorphic in j z 1 < r/2, we have 
1 g”)(z)1 < C . Pi! for 1 z 1 < 1, also g’(z)\ < C z j. Thus 
. (I !)i~ (2!)& . . . (N,!)iN,C2Nl (t52)i~+it~...+i~1 
. (2rlt)il+iS+i6+...e 
(These last powers of 2771 are from Schwarz lemma.) 
< e-tf2d2nt) p)N1 x . Nl! 
\ 
i,+2ig+... f1! i2! *‘* iNl 
c2N, (~2)i,+il+i3+... 
L)~(tanh!‘#/2)M’+i = (- i2t)Nz (a/&)“’ (2t) (1/2)M,+ig(z)(lip)M,+i (4 
and another lemma. 
LEMMA 6. If (f(i) ( < CPj!, then ((i3jt3x)cfr4 ( < (“-‘,“-‘) /!PCC 
Proof. There are (“+,“-‘) ways of putting 8 identical derivatives onto N 
functions, then we need &f..cN) for distinguishing the derivatives if tr act 
on the first function, /, on second, etc. Combining with the estimates on 
the f derivatives completes the proof. 
Applying this gives 
1 @‘a (.+)(1’2)M1+i / < p)Na+h/2)Ml+i (“’ + @$2- i - 1) 
. ly , cN2+(112)M,+i 
2’ 
DN,e-(z*/2h~nh _ (-izqN.q (qq”s e-(z2:4t)Jdz) 
II 
for h(z) = z tanh z = holomorphic, z = z 2qt. Apply Lemma 5 to 
(3) 
, DN~ e-b%h~nh , < e-k32h~nh (2qNa 1 . N3! c2Ns 
i,+2iz+*.=Na I,! i,! ... 
il+it+... 
pp)il+h+.... 
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, D.& tanh)(‘/2)L’+j , < (2t)N4-((l:2)Ll+j) + 4% +i - 1) N,! 
4 
. cN,+(112)Ll+j (2,+)LI+2.f-N4. 
(4) 
This used Lemma 6 and h(z) = z2 + ... gives the (2q)Lr+sj-Na which is 
present for L, + 2j > TV4 .
1 DN5 e -izf(l-sech) 1 G (ztjN6 x 
c2Nj g il+i2+i3+-. . yb! 
j,+2iy+3i3+... ‘l! ‘2! .‘. ( 1 
. W) 
il+i3+... 
* (5) 
1 DNs(l - sech)‘afMa 1 < (294 NJ po (4 + “;v; hr6 - 1) 
. (2#L2+4)4., (6) 
where the last factor is only for 2(L, + M2) 2 N,, and comes from 
1 - sech z = $z2 f . . . . 
1 D” cosh-“2 1 < (2t)‘v7 C * CN7Ni! by holomorphicity. (7) 
For counting the number of terms in the sums in (l), (3), (9, and (6), 
we see that “partitioning” tinto iI , i2 ,..., it such that ir .f 2i, + 34 + *** = t 
is possible in less than (“+$-‘) ways, so the sums have at most 2”-1 terms. 
Combining the above we see 
1 D,,NDfMD,2k I 
a(;)( ~ Ml~M,)(h,l~~~~~2+~~~N6- *)(“l---22i)!! 
. Ml 
( )( 
N2 + I& + i - 1 
2i N 2 
) (L, - 1 - 2j)!! (ij,(” + ‘2di-i- ‘) 
Nl! h;,! 
I .., NJ b,! b,! . . . hr4! 
2’ 
-ill., 
& Iv,! N,! 1’ 2 (L, L2L3)! c3’a! 
. . . 
I I 
+ e 
-1*~nh/2ntNl (,52)al+ae+~~~ (,+)al+aS+aS+~~~ I ( 12i 
OC2sb3 
. t 
Nz+(l ~2)hf,+ie-(z2/2)+nh N -b,-b,....~?(b,+b,+b,~...) 
t 3 ‘1 
b,.+b3+bg... 32/ 
POS 
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The restrictions on the summation indices arc 
L, $L, =L, Ml+M,+Ms=M, Nl;...+N,=N> 
i~~M,,jd~L,,u,+2a,+3a,+...=N,,b,i2b,+3b,+...=N,, 
cr + 2c, + 3cs + ... = Ns , M3 < L, , and the terms (~t)~r+aj-Nd and 
($)2’Lz+M+~V6 do not appear unless their exponents are positive. Of course, 
we have not yet approximated J1<ast, and, in fact, we will return to the w 
integral for it. 
In the integral JOGPntGl, we change variables: s = 152. Recall that only 
the region 7 < (l/B)R and R > B 1 (Y 1 is under consideration and thus 
$ >, R2(1 - (l/q), P/T > BR(1 - (W2>>. 
(We will take B > 10 so the factor (1 - (l/B”)) may be ignored.) Now the 
integral has become 
e(-1t’2bSE~F,,GxH ds 
with 
E=N,+a,+u2+~~~+a,+a,+~~~~N2+~M~+i+NS-b2 
Pas 
- b, - . . . $N~-((tL,+j)+L~~+N,+cl+c, 
r-J.? 
+ a*. $ Ns + 2(L, + M256 + N, . 
F = 2Nl - 2(al f 4 + -0.) + 2i - 2N2 - Ml - 2i - 2(N,b, - b4...) 
Pas 
--2N~-kLl+2j-2(L~~~- ~N,+c,+c,+~~.--c~ 
- cs - *.* - 2N, - 2(2(L, + M,) - NJ + L, - MS - 2N, . 
Pas 
Pas 
G = a, + a, + *-- + b, + b, + --. + Lm4 + cl + cg + ..e 
Pas 
+ 2(L2 + M2) - NB , which is nonnegative. 
H = 2(b, + b, + ..*) + 2j f cl + c2 + 1.. + M, . 
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Now E < 24 + 6 / a and (a,/? > BR 3 B2 a 1, so taking B > 10 more 
or less says the s integral is equal to 2EE! and just putting in 5 =: R, 
7 < (l/B)R gives 
IS I < 2EE! R’ O<ZnfCl 
with 
J = -2x, - (a1 + a3 -I- ***) - 2x, - M, - 2N, + b, - 2b, + b, 
Pas 
- 24 $ . . . - 21%‘~ -f L, + 2j - (im4) - 2n;j j c2 
t cq + co * ... - 2lV~ - (2(L, -/ iVZ2) - .V,) -!-L, - iV2, - 2!V<. 
x-NV/ 
Pas 
Thus 
n<(l:R)R 
R>BlNl 
~ C (,",)(~1~2-~,, ... (L2 ~~~,,! C4'='E! I,,, (I, dR R'-'m-L'n" 
< C ( ;l)(M,;2M,) ..a (L, f$,,! C41a;E!(B 1 OL ])J+m-Li’L-L2, 
where we used J -)- m - L -A- n + 1 < - I for the case of estimates (a). 
Also> J~BIY>R>B =I is immediately evaluated the same way, regardless of the 
sign of J -\ m - L + n + 2. 
Now we need a lemma to estimate one last trouble. 
LEMMA 7. For C = a, - 2a, + 3a, f- ..*, aj nonnegative integers, we have 
Proof. Put xj = uj/& and apply Stirling to have the left side bounded by 
(//I a I) C(l II - -. z* z,...) et~z,log~llr,~-~r~log~l:s,~+.~.-liz,+z,+.’.~~f 
Use I --- x1 $ 2x2 + 3x, -1 ... to have 1 - xl - x2 - x:r ... >, 0, and thus 
we only need 
x1 log( 1 /x1) + x*(log( 1 /x1) - I) + x,(log( I /x3) - 2) + .‘. 
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bounded for 0 < xj < l/j, each j. Kow the max of x(log( l/x) - j + 1) is at 
x = e-j so the series is bounded by 
i, e-j L 1 . e-1 
Hence the lemma is complete. 
Employing Lemma 7 we find 
n<(lIB)R 
R>B;%I 
since 
* I 5 PL I? In 
< @Or 1 a 1 (l/Z)M,-i+(li2)L1-j+Ns+N4+N~+N,+M8+E+J+m-LtntP 
< CIO:ol 1 a lmtn+2 
fMl - i + JL, -j + N, + N,+N,+N,+&+E+j--L 
= -(Nl - ul - a2 - a3 .-.) - (N3 - b, - 6, - 6, . ..) 
- (N5 - C, - C, - C, -a) < 0. 
This completes J-OG2stGl part. 
For 2$ > I, we use w integral on 4 - 18 except now the integration 
is tanh I < w < 1 since w = tanh 217t. Thus, we estimate powers of w 
by w < 1 and 
to obtain 
DNDMDL 
. p-m-Lt2i+L,-Mt+2N1-2K 1 x 12i:h4~+2N~ ,-R*tanhl/2n 
*I 
iah, (1 - w~)-~‘~ dw T-- (1+(1/2)Ml+i-(1/2)LI-I+2Nl-K 
Replacing 7 by 1(R2/R2) we come to 
*e 
-(R’l2dtanhl (R211)) 1+(1/2)M,ti-(l/2)+j+2N1-K 
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Now apply JJR,, ol~,O~Slr,Osl,B H dR de, using 7 = R sin 8 = RB since 
sin 0 < 1,/B is small. 
LEMMA 8. 
I 
o$s<l,B & e-(R!o)tanhl:2 + 1+(112)Ml+i-(1/2)L1-I+2N~-K 
. ( 1 
( ~-(1/8)BR(~~)lf(l/2)M,+i-(l~?)L~-j+PN~-K. 
\ 
Proof. Change variables: z = (R/O) tanh l/2 and a sup estimate on 
ef-l/2)221- (1/2)MI-“’ leaving 
J BR<z e- 
(l’m dz < 1. 
Note we used BR 3 B2 I 01 , > I + &M, + i .... 
Using the lemma gives 
RdRde 
ll I I 6 Im-L I 77 In 
R>BlQ 
lc2T1( 
slnf3(l/B 
< 1 ( il) *.* C’“’ jB!,,<. dR R es ’ (1 ‘(1~BR~~+~+l-~112~L~+~-~(1/2~M,+i-MM2-K 
. . . ~21a1e-h/8)B’i.1 
I al 
n+?nil-(l/2)Ll;i-(l/2)Ml+i-M2-K 
< cl’“’ 1 a 1 m+n-M, e-(l/cwlal 
Thus we are done since a choice of B e 100 is sufficient. 
Essentially, we have p = 1 for 7 derivatives and p .= 4 for 5 derivative, 
now for 
(Pjiw) + xyayay2> + a2/w, 
we still clearly have p 1 for 7, p 7 $ for 5, and p = ;f for 4. Hence, when 
analyzing K(x, y, z, %,y, z), we need up to 2 ! a I derivatives of k with 
respect to 5. In particular, we easily estimate: 
so by this method of proof we only find solutions in G, . 
For the third and fourth operators, we obviously have analyticity as 
before. 
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